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“grand challenges”  by Canada’s cutting-
edge scientists at annual gatherings. 

Dion also resurrected the 1999 Advi-
sory Council on Science & Technology
recommendations that intellectual
property rules within academe be re-
vised to vest rights with institutions
rather than individuals, and that uni-
versities be obligated to invest more in
technology transfer offices to generate
more revenues through licensing and
other forms of technology transfer.
He’d also create a “Talent and Research
Fund for International Study” to attract
more foreign students, as well as pro-
mote more international research col-
laborations and academic exchanges.
— Wayne Kondro, CMAJ
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days and the wait for MRI results is
more than 90 days. At Montréal’s Victo-
ria Hospital wait times for certain x-ray
examinations are reaching 3 months or
more, while in PEI the shortage has
forced them to abandon their mammog-
raphy screening program. 

In 2004, CAR drafted a 5-point strat-
egy to address the shortage. It included
training more radiologists, expanding
the roles of radiology technologists,
controlling the demand for unneces-
sary tests and branching out into telera-
diology. While CAR maintains it is still
dedicated to teleradiology, it resolved
in its October meeting to pursue do-
mestic solutions first. This means
they’ll try to set up links among various
provinces where radiologists with
spare time can process some of the
backlog from their colleagues in other
time zones. They plan to have a report
done of the issue by next June. Laberge,
meanwhile hopes all of the dissension
has had a positive side effect.

“I am very sorry and regret some of
the angst I’ve caused to radiologists.
But everyone should recognize that the
next day, at least we now have a plan to
increase the access to imaging services
for Canadians. If that’s the outcome of
all the angst — then so be it.” — Brad
Mackay, Ottawa
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quests for an interview for this article.
“[Laberge] wanted to get a reaction

out of them, to get them moving and he
sure did. It was as bad as it could get,”
says CAR President Dr. Robert Miller.
“It’s just a matter of change. Nobody
likes change, and doctors are supposed
to be the worst.” Miller asserted his
confidence in Laberge, and praised his
CEO’s bravery in confronting difficult
issues with bold ideas. 

Bloodied but unbowed, Laberge ad-
mits that he was “playing with fire”
when he decided to broach the con-
tentious issue in the pages of the main-
stream press. “There’s a saying that if
you’re 20 feet in front of the troops
you’re the leader. If you’re 40 feet in
front of the troops, you’re the target,”
he says. “Indeed, some members of the
troops now consider me a target while
others consider me a leader. Sometimes
as a leader your job is not to please
everybody, but to make sure the right
thing is done. And the right thing is to
have a debate about the situation.”

At present, the debate centers on
what to do about the persistent shortage
of radiologists; CAR estimates Canada is
about 600 radiologists shy of the full ca-
pacity of 2500. That’s a shortfall of more
than 25%, and one that has an identifi-
able impact on the health care system.
For example, in Ontario the average wait
time for results from a CT scan is 70

Canada has a shortfall of about 600 radiologists.
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Normand Laberge has courted
his fair share of controversy
during his 7 years as CEO of

the Canadian Association of Radiolo-
gists, but even he was surprised at the
backlash when he argued in favour of
offshore teleradiology as a solution to
Canada’s chronic radiologist shortage
and growing wait times for diagnostic
services. 

Laberge made that case in the media
(Ottawa Citizen, Oct. 22, 2006) on the
opening day of CAR’s annual general
meeting. The article by Brad Mackay
sparked outrage and prompted the On-
tario Association of Radiologists to
write a letter of no-confidence, demand-
ing Laberge’s immediate dismissal. 

The move by the OAR (which repre-
sents about 700 of the country’s 1900 ra-
diologists) prompted an emergency pres-
ident’s meeting of CAR, where OAR’s
request was denied. Two weeks later,
OAR’s board of directors put the issue to
a vote among its members at their annual
convention. The members voted against
a call for Laberge’s resignation. At press
time (Nov. 20), OAR was reportedly
sending letters to radiologists across the
country encouraging them to cancel their
membership in CAR. OAR declined re-

Furor over proposed

offshore teleradiology




